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To actually create a technical model of full blown, 
perspectivally organized conscious experience 
seems to be the ultimate technological utopian 
dream. It would transpose the evolution of mind 
onto an entirely new level ... It would be a 
historical phase transition. ... But is this at all 
possible? It certainly is conceivable. But can it 
happen, given the natural laws governing this 
universe and the technical resources at hand?

Metzinger, Being No One, p. 618

Talk Overview

 The science of human and machine 
consciousness:

 The phenomenal and physical

 Science of consciousness

 Strong machine consciousness

 Developing conscious machines:

 Weak machine consciousness

 Information integration

 Debugging cognitive systems 

PHENOMENAL

and Physical

The Phenomenal and Physical

 Distinguish two sets of observations:

 The phenomenal world of our experiences.

 The physical world described by science.

 Problems and discussion about consciousness 
can be reformulated in terms of the relationship 
between the phenomenal and physical.

 Offers a clear foundation for a science of 
consciousness.

 Similar to Kant‘s phenomenal / noumenal
distinction.

The Phenomenal World

 The phenomenal world is the totality of our 
possible and actual phenomenal experiences -
texture, colour, smell, shape, taste, sound and 
so on. 

 Includes phenomenal measurements of the 
physical world - the experience of looking at a 
brain scan or taking a reading from a 
thermometer.

 We can remember our phenomenal 
experiences and imagine them when the 
corresponding physical objects are not present.
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The Physical World

 The physical world is completely non-
phenomenal and never directly appears in the 
stream of experience. 

 Consists of the physical entities that are 
deemed by physicists to constitute physical 
reality - quarks, wave-particles, forces, ten-
dimensional superstrings and so on. 

 Physical objects are also defined by other 
properties, such as spatial extension, mass and 
velocity, which can be defined mathematically 
and must be carefully distinguished from their 
phenomenal representations.

Support for the Phenomenal / 
Physical Approach
 Some reasons why the phenomenal / physical 

distinction is a good approach:

 Phenomenological analysis.

 Philosophical antecedents (Kant, 1781).

 History of the word ‗consciousness‘ (Wilkes, 1988).

 Deconstructive / apagogical argument (Gamez, 
2007).

Phenomenal and Physical

 Nothing to do with metaphysical dualism or 
substances.

 Two classes of observable phenomena.

 Task of the science of consciousness is to 
integrate these two sets of observations into a 
systematic theory.

 A holding back or suspension of judgement 
about the ‗true nature‘ of the phenomenal and 
physical.

Correlates of Consciousness

 Can look for correlations between the 
phenomenal and the physical.

 For example our experience of perceiving a red 
flower might be correlated with neurons firing at 
40 Hz in a specific region of our brain.

Phenomenal and Physical

SCIENCE of
Consciousness
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Science of Consciousness

 Start with a system that is known to be 
conscious.

 Waking human brain is our current standard 
conscious system.

 Artificial systems cannot be used in experiments 
on the correlates of consciousness.

Science of Consciousness

 Measure physical state of waking human brain.

 Measure phenomenology using behavioural 
reports.

 Systematically vary the waking human brain to 
identify correlations between the phenomenal 
and physical.

From Correlations to a Theory of 
Consciousness

 When a systematic pattern emerges, a theory of 
consciousness can be developed that maps 
between states of the phenomenal and physical 
worlds.

 This enables us to make predictions about 
phenomenal states on the basis of physical 
states, and predictions about physical states on 
the basis of phenomenal states.

Experiment on the Correlates of 
Consciousness

The Situation of Scientist and Subject The Science of Consciousness
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Falsifiable Predictions

I shall certainly admit a system as empirical or scientific 
only if it is capable of being tested by experience. These 
considerations suggest that not the verifiability but the 
falsifiability of a system is to be taken as a criterion of 
demarcation. In other words: I shall not require of a 
scientific system that it shall be capable of being singled 
out, once and for all, in a positive sense; but I shall 
require that its logical form shall be such that it can be 
singled out, by means of empirical tests, in a negative 
sense: it must be possible for an empirical system to be 
refuted by experience.                 

Popper (2002, p.18)

Falsifiable Predictions

 The study of consciousness will only become a 
science when theories are precise enough to 
make testable predictions.

 Theories that make incorrect predictions will be 
discarded.

 Good / strong theories make many falsifiable 
predictions.

Neurophenomenology

 Emerging discipline that attempts to make 
predictions about human phenomenal states on 
the basis of neural states.

 Typical neurophenomenology experiment:

 Measure brain states using fMRI scanning.

 Establish correlations between fMRI patterns and 
patterns in the images subjects are viewing.

 Predict the phenomenal states of the subjects when 
they are viewing unknown images.

Neurophenomenology

 Currently at an early stage of development.

 Have been able to predict:

 Novel images subjects are looking at.

 Words subjects are reading.

 The task people are intending to perform.

 What people are conscious of (as opposed to the 
visual stimulus they are exposed to).

 Current work uses statistical properties of the 
fMRI data.

 In the future formalized theories of 
consciousness could be used.

STRONG Machine
Consciousness

Strong and Weak Machine Consciousness

 Distinction put forward by Seth (2009).

 Strong machine consciousness is the 
development of machines that actually are 
conscious.

 Weak machine consciousness is the use of 
machines to model and understand 
consciousness without any claims being made 
about the actual consciousness of the 
machines.
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Strong Machine Consciousness

 Work on the waking human brain should 
eventually yield an empirically grounded theory 
of consciousness.

 Can use this theory to make predictions about 
the actual consciousness of artificial systems.

Strong Machine Consciousness

Machine Consciousness Predictions about Artificial Consciousness

Limitations

 Some potential correlates of consciousness, 
such as haemoglobin, cannot be experimentally 
tested.

 Artificial systems often lack these potential 
correlates of consciousness.

 Leads to ambiguity as to whether they are really 
phenomenally conscious or not.

Synthetic Phenomenology

 Emerging discipline that studies how we can 
make predictions about the phenomenal states 
of artificial systems.

 Ethical implications – answer questions about 
whether the robot is suffering.

 Linked up with neurophenomenology.

 Can be used to debug cognitive systems that 
learn from their experiences.
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DEVELOPING

Conscious Machines

In an Ideal World ...

 Identify correlates of consciousness.

 Use correlates of consciousness to develop 
formal theory of consciousness. 

 Use formalized theory to make detailed 
predictions about consciousness in humans.

 Compare predictions with first person reports.

 When predictions match, use theory to make 
predictions about the consciousness of 
machines.

However ...

 Very limited access to the brain:

 fMRI. Approximately 1 mm3 or 50,000 neurons 
resolution over a time scale of 1 second.

 EEG. Max ~300 electrodes recording over large 
brain areas through skull. Frequencies up to ~100 Hz

 Electrodes. ~300 electrodes recording from individual 
neurons in real time. Only applicable to subjects who 
are being operated on for other reasons.

However ...

 Computer processing power would become an 
issue if we had better temporal and spatial 
resolution.

 Most theories of consciousness are expressed 
in a high level language that is too vague to 
make detailed predictions.

Timeline

 Have to take a more elliptical route to machine 
consciousness.

 Use artificial systems and simulated neural 
networks to develop and test prediction 
methodologies - known as weak machine 
consciousness (Seth, 2009).

 Apply these techniques to the real brain when 
scanning technologies and computer 
performance improve.

Timeline

 When we have an empirically established 
theory of consciousness, use techniques to 
make strong predictions about artificial 
phenomenal states.

 These techniques can also be used to debug 
cognitive systems.
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Timeline Timeline

Timeline Timeline

Timeline Timeline
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WEAK Machine 
Consciousness

Timeline

Formal Theories of Consciousness

 Theories about consciousness are typically 
expressed in an imprecise higher level 
language, for example:

 A phenomenally conscious mental state is a mental 
state that either is, or is disposed to be, the object of 
a higher-order representation.

Formal Theories of Consciousness

 To make predictions about the consciousness it 
is necessary to convert the high level language 
into a formal definition that:

 Specifies the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
consciousness.

 Applies to an arbitrary system.

 Predict the contents of consciousness.

 Could be implemented in computer code. 

 Convert philosophical theories of consciousness 
into scientific theories of consciousness.

Formal Theories of Consciousness

 Currently only the information integration theory 
of consciousness (Tononi, 2008) can make 
detailed predictions about the amount and 
contents of consciousness in an arbitrary 
system. 

 Work needs to be done on formalizing other 
theories of consciousness, such as global 
workspace theory.

 Artificial systems can be used to explore how 
testable predictions about consciousness can 
be made according to formal theories.

Conscious Content

 Formal theory should predict which mental 
states are conscious.

 Also want to be able to predict what the system 
is conscious of at each point in time.
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Conscious Content

 Identify the system‘s representations

 Measure relationships between these 
representations.

Representational States

 A representation is a physical state of the 
system that covaries with states of the world. 

Representational States

 Good example are the neurons identified in the 
cat visual cortex by Hubel and Wiesel (1959).

 In artificial systems backtracing (Krichmar et al., 
2005) and mutual information (Gamez, 2008) 
can be used to identify representational mental 
states.

 Liveliness (Aleksander and Atlas, 1973; 
Aleksander and Gamez, 2010) could also be 
applied to this area.

Identification of Representational 
States
 Expose system to stimulus and measure 

response.

 Vary stimulus in systematic ways to eliminate 
different factors.

Representational States Representational States
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Representational States Representational States

Relationships Between Representations

 Relationships between representations 
determine what the system is perceiving.

 For example, is the system perceiving a red 
cube or separate representations of redness 
and cubeness?

 Can be measured using information integration 
(Balduzzi and Tononi, 2008).

 Liveliness (Aleksander and Atlas, 1973; 
Aleksander and Gamez, 2010) could also be 
applied to this area.

Measure States of System

Identify Active Representational States Measure Integration Between 
Representational States
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Predictions about Areas Associated 
with Consciousness Using Formal 
Theory

Predicted Consciousness

Illustrative Experiment

 Described in Gamez (2008).

 Neural network with 18,000 spiking neurons 
controlling the eye movements of a virtual robot. 

Experimental Setup

Network Architecture Identification of Representational States

 Injected noise into layers with known response 
properties. 

 Used mutual information to identify neurons in 
the rest of the system that were connected to 
the injection layers.
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Identification of Representational States Identification of Representational States

Integration Between Representations

 Used Tononi and Sporns (2003) algorithm to 
identify the highest Φ complex that each neuron 
was involved in.

Predictions about Consciousness

 Measured the firing states of the system.

 Generated predictions about which firing 
neurons were associated with consciousness 
using:

 Tononi‘s (2004) information integration theory.

 Formal definition of Metzinger (2003).

 Formal definition of Aleksander (2005).

Analysis Run Data Predicted Distribution of Consciousness 
According to Tononi’s Theory
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Predicted Distribution of Consciousness 
According to Aleksander’s Theory

Predicted Distribution of Consciousness 
According to Metzinger’s Theory

Description of Predicted Phenomenology From Weak to Strong Machine 
Consciousness
 Progress in brain scanning and synthetic 

phenomenology will eventually enable us to 
develop empirically grounded theories of 
consciousness.

 We will have grounds for believing that 
predictions about artificial consciousness are 
actually correct: that the machines are actually 
conscious.

From Weak to Strong Machine 
Consciousness

INFORMATION Integration
Theory of Consciousness
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Information Integration Theory of 
Consciousness
 A falsifiable formal theory of consciousness 

based around the concept of information 
integration. 

 Tononi (2008, p. 217), claims that ―at the 
fundamental level, consciousness is integrated 
information, and ... its quality is given by the 
informational relationships generated by a 
complex of elements.‖

 More cautions claim would be that high levels of 
information integration might be correlated with 
consciousness.

What is Information Integration?

 Information integration is a combination of:

 The extent to which a system of elements is capable 
of entering a large number of different states.

 The extent to which these states result from causal 
interactions among the elements.

What is Information Integration? Measuring Information Integration

 Balduzzi and Tononi (2008) set out an algorithm 
for measuring information integration. 

 Makes predictions about:

 The area of the system that is associated with 
consciousness.

 The amount of consciousness.

 The contents of this consciousness.

Conscious Part of the System

Φ=6

Φ=5
Φ=8

Conscious part of 
the system

Contents of Consciousness
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EEG Experiments
 Lee et al. (2009) made multi-channel EEG 

recordings from eight sites in conscious and 
unconscious subjects.

 Constructed a covariance matrix of the 
recordings on each frequency band, which was 
used to identify the complexes within the 8 node 
network using Tononi and Sporns‘ (2003) 
algorithm.

 Information integration capacity of the network 
in the gamma band was significantly higher 
when subjects were conscious. 

TMS / EEG Experiments 

 For example, Massimini et al. (2009)

 Pulse of TMS applied to different cortical 
regions and resulting activity recorded using 
EEG.

 Activity in cortical areas was more modular and 
less differentiated during sleep stages 3 and 4. 

 Activity in cortical areas was less modular and 
more differentiated during REM sleep and 
wakefulness.

Problems

 Predicted to take 1010 years to analyze a 
system with 30 elements (Aleksander and 
Gamez, 2010). 

 Calibration:

 How much information integration is associated with 
how much consciousness?

 What shapes of qualia are associated with which 
phenomenal experiences?

 Conceptual issues:

 Representation (Aleksander)

 How can the accuracy of different information 
integration algorithms be evaluated?

Liveliness

 Working with Aleksander on a new measure of 
information integration.

 State-based measure of the effective 
connectivity between neurons. 

 Measures whether the current state of neuron A 
contributes to the next firing state of neuron B.

Recent Work
 Developed test networks to compare Tononi‘s 

measure of information integration with 
liveliness.

Information Spectrograms
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Recent Results

 Liveliness broadly agrees with Tononi‘s 
measure on some network topologies.

 Liveliness much much faster than Balduzzi and 
Tononi‘s (2008) algorithm. 

 Which algorithm is correct is an open question.

SpikeStream

 Experiments carried out using NRM and 
SpikeStream.

 Current version of SpikeStream only supports 
network creation, visualization and analysis.

 Working on integration between SpikeStream 
and Nemo to provide CUDA hardware 
acceleration of Izhikevich neurons.

 Should be able to simulate 50,000 neurons with 
realistic connectivity in real time on a single 
machine. 

SpikeStream Analysis Software

 Plugins added to SpikeStream to support 
analysis for liveliness and state-based Ф.

 Open source, runs on Windows and Linux.

 Available to download, but no official release 
yet.

SpikeStream Liveliness Plugin

COGNITIVE Engineering

Timeline
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Cognitive Engineering

 In the future we want to develop systems that 
learn from their experiences:

 Robots that can be instructed

 Robots that can develop their own goals and learn 
how to reach those goals.

 We are only just starting to address the 
challenges we will face developing such 
systems.

 Software engineering is difficult.

 Cognitive engineering will be much harder!

Debugger

 Black box approaches are likely to prove 
unworkable for cognitive engineering.

 A more promising approach is to monitor what 
is going on inside cognitive systems as they are 
being developed.

 We need a debugger for cognitive systems.

Debugger

 Techniques for making predictions about the 
contents of consciousness can be used to 
understand the ‗mind‘ of an artificial system.

 Understand robot‘s behaviour on the basis of:

 Representations

 Integration between representations

 Conscious representations

Debugging Cognitive Robots

Debugging Cognitive Robots Debugging Cognitive Robots

Adjust learning algorithm.
Reboot.
Retrain.
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Debugging Cognitive Robots

Representations?
Integration between representations?
Conscious representations?

Debugging Cognitive Robots

Debugging Cognitive Robots

CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions

 Phenomenal physical distinction and a 
correlation-based approach to the scientific 
study of consciousness.

 Strong machine consciousness can be 
grounded in the science of consciousness.

 Weak machine consciousness is a key tool in 
the scientific study of consciousness.

 Synthetic phenomenology techniques will help 
us to debug cognitive systems that learn from 
their experiences.
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More Information

 Slides: 
www.davidgamez.eu/talks/Gamez_BICS2010.pdf

 Papers on this material available at: 
www.davidgamez.eu/pages/publications/

 SpikeStream: http://spikestream.sf.net. 

 Feel free to contact me if you have any questions: 
david@davidgamez.eu. 
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